I. Introduction
URRENTLY most NASA experimentation with DTN involves small networks with a handful of ground nodes and at the most one or two spacecraft nodes. The monitor and control of these networks is reasonably simple, but much more rigorous and formal techniques are needed for future operational networks which may include both deep space relay elements as well as human missions with multiple spacecraft and possible surface or EVA activities.
Several years ago, NASA JPL conducted a series of experiments to demonstrate the use of DTN protocols on an operational spacecraft, along with a simulated network of relay, lander and orbiter spacecraft. The experiment, the Deep Impact Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) Flight Validation Experiment (aka DINET), used the Deep Impact EPOXI spacecraft as a DTN network relay node, which communicated with a network of ten DTN nodes on the ground that were configured to simulate additional DTN network assets. The experiment was conducted from the DINET Experiment Operations Center (EOC) at JPL, and the initial concepts of DTN Network Monitor and Control were developed.
The operator of a DTN network needs to have a means of communicating with individual nodes in the network, the operators/owners of the individual nodes, insight into the performance, status and scheduling of the communications links between nodes, and tools for determining appropriate routing tables given node-to-node contact plans, as well as tools to assist in the orderly configuration of ION node software. This paper summarizes the subsequent work in DTN NM&C since the DINET experiment, tools developed or being developed by JPL, APL and GSFC, and standardization efforts within the Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) in the NM&C arena.
II. DTN Network Description
At first glance, a DTN network may look something like the simple topology shown in figure 1 . This includes a number of DTN nodes, some terrestrial and some in space, with the spacecraft nodes operated by a Mission Operations activity for that spacecraft, and communications to the spacecraft DTN node via RF or optical links. A central administrative or network monitoring node is shown in the center, with the DTN Management Protocol software to obtain node status using DTN MP protocols.
Figure 1. Simple DTN Network
In actual practice however, a DTN network really looks more like that shown in Figure 2 . There are firewalls to contend with, status information from spacecraft nodes that may come down in legacy telemetry (labeled Non-DTN TLM and OOB or Out-of-Band TLM), and mission ops links for ground station control that are not DTN links. The complexity of any practical DTN network demands a robust Network Monitor and Control system in place at the administrative node (or nodes, if NM&C is distributed among users or owners of underlying subnets.)
Figure 2. DTN network with typical real-world infrastructure
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The network topology, link states and storage requirements at each node need to be determined. Nodes usually need to be started up with sufficient storage allocation and Licklider Transmission Protocol (LTP) session allocations if LTP is used, and this is a function of expected link availability, link reliability and expected traffic on the links. This allows one to decide what storage capabilities each node requires, and the information needed to define and distribute the Contact Graph Routing information to each node. An Eclipse-based ION Configuration Tool was developed to facilitate the onerous chore of defining all of the parameters and start-up files for multiple ION nodes in a DTN network. This tool uses an object-oriented data model that allows for consistency-checking and validation of all node configurations on a networkwide basis so that when the resulting output files are sent to the operators of each ION node, the network should start up and operate correctly without much troubleshooting. A screen shot of the current ION Configuration tool is shown in figure 6 :
FY13 ION Configuration Tool
The planned FY14 work on this tool will be to update it to the current version of ION and to add the capability of tracking manually-instituted node or link changes during the course of network operations.
Node Management Commands
During the operation of the network, most node management tasks that might come from a central network ops or mission management location entail either management of security keys for authentication, encryption and integrity protocols, or to implement changes in the routing plan because of unexpected link outages or other operational considerations.
For Key Management, there is currently no tool available and keys must manually be distributed and managed by some security policy administrator. In FY15 however, a disruption-tolerant key management protocol (Disruption Tolerant Key Authentication) and an associated software implementation is planned.
For Contact Graph Routing (CGR) plan changes, the current methodology provided in the NM&C suite is to use the Load & Go daemon provided with ION, which allows the network operator to develop a new contact graph plan, and send it in a bundle to each node for execution by the L&G daemon on each node.
In FY15 it is planned to replace this methodology with an operational command via the DTN Management Protocol mechanism.
Subnet Link Status and Command
This is the task of providing a DTN network operator insight into the state and health of the underlying subnets that the DTN overlay network is using. Normally these subnets aren't owned by the DTN network user or operator, so the link status and command tools used are normal off-the-shelf tools available for assessing internet availability or, in the case of the deep space network links, the DSN provides DSN link status information over Space Link Extension protocols or other direct project-specific links that common mission ops software can display. Any link or subnet status information derived from these sources may be added to the ops database by the DTN NM&C database manager software.
DTN Node Status and Command Tools
Before the DTN Network Management Protocol was standardized and implemented in ION, the means of requesting node status was to use the ION Bundle Status Reporting mechanism (wherein a bundle has a flag set to indicate to the node what sort of status report to send and where to send it), or in some cases, simply to SSH in to the remote node and directly observe the ion.log or request reports from a command line interface to one of the ION administrative programs on that node. Similarly, to command a change in node status (such as changing a convergence layer adapter from, say UDP to TCP, or to add protocols and contacts), the Load & Go daemon capability could be used This capability allows remote operator to send a new configuration file to the ION node and remotely execute one of the local ION administrative programs, which can change the contact graph plans, add new links, change memory allocations, etc. SSH could also be used to directly command some nodes depending on the topology.
Software to run the Load and Go daemons is included in the ION distribution. The ION distribution also includes the bping/bpecho programs that allow for diagnostic bundle pings to traverse the network, and the bptrace tool to provide a DTN traceroute capability and to set the bundle status reporting flags to poll the remote DTN nodes.
Currently examination of ION logs and diagnostic console watch character messages are observed via either SSH or by software that will write those items to a remote socket over the Internet.
The command, control and reporting of status of DTN nodes will soon be via a new management protocol with data sent to administrative nodes via bundles. In FY14, the NASA DTN program developed the specification for the DTN Management Protocol, which is akin to a terrestrial SNMP capability. The initial Application Data Models for reporting node status and statistics of interest have been developed and are now being standardized within the CCSDS DTN Working Group. In FY15, the plan is to extend the DTNMP protocol to allow for commanding state changes of remote DTN nodes and updating Contact Graph Plans so that the Load & Go process can be deprecated, and that the need for an administrative node to SSH in to remote terrestrial DTN nodes will be greatly diminished.
Network Status Displays, GUIs and Databases
The operator consoles and displays are designed to separate input processing from output processing and database functions as shown in Figure 7 :
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be TCP sockets to receive information from external sources that are relevant to NM&C; for instance, a module that receives link contact schedules from the DSN for use in developing Contact Graph Plans.
The input conditioning modules create a database table row in a standard format, which is currently a time tag (time of message receipt), an indication of the source ID and type of message, and the message data.
A separate database manager adds the message to the database, provides for database interfaces for GUIs and display module queries, and provides a "new status message received" indication to the Real Time Node Status Display.
The RT node status display queries the database for the new table row, and sorts that into a dedicated display window for each node.
Included in the original DTN Flight Validation Experiment display was a topology display, and a GUI to create new databases for each experiment or trial run. Figure 9 shows this display:
Figure 9. DINET NM&C Main Operator Display
In FY13, the process of generalizing this into a display that would accommodate any general topology was commenced, and a prototype system was demonstrated, shown in Figure 10 . The work that was commenced and which is intended to be completed for general release was to add to the display the capability to depict an arbitrary network topology, status display windows for each node (as was done for DINET), and a display of DSN Status (link lock status, frame loss, contact times, etc.).
Figure 10. General NM&C Prototype FY13
For querying the ops database for past data, a database query GUI is available, and shown in Figure 11 :
Figure 11. Ops Database Query GUI
The final set of tools needed in a DTN NM&C system may include things that are peculiar to the specific newtork design. For instance, since the EPOXI spacecraft did not have a clock that could determine time in GMT, a spacecraft clock-to-GMT program on board allowed ION to read a correction file to be able to put in correct bundle expiration times. Periodic updates to this correction file were sent via the Load & Go process, and the time correction software on board was designed to be delay-tolerant in that the time correction was put into effect at some future spacecraft clock time, as is the practice with stored sequences.
On some missions, a DTN node may have to communicate with a "last-hop" agent, where a command bundle must be translated into another totally different form of telemetry to make it over the "last hop" to a spacecraft that either is in safe mode and needs telecom receiver-decoded commands, or perhaps to a legacy rover that does not have DTN capability. The current NM&C system does not include anything to deal with "last hop" communications, as this is very specific to the spacecraft involved in a particular DTN network. It is anticipated that the ION Load and Go capability could easily be used on board a spacecraft to accept a DTN bundle, unpack the relevant data and pass it on to the last hop communication layer.
DTNMP GUI and Database
In FY13, the DTN Readiness Program developed the initial versions of the DTNMP software and a GUI to assist an operator in querying the nodes that are running the DTNMP daemon. Figure 12 shows the initial prototype done at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
Figure 12. GSFC FY13 DTNMP GUI
It is planned that this DTNMP software will be expanded and further developed as the DTNMP protocol evolves in FY15 and the process of controlling DTN nodes is added to the DTNMP specification. o VI. Future Plans for DTN NM&C During the remainder of FY14, the DTN Readiness Program plans to continue the development and refinement of the tools described above, and to package up a basic suite of DTN NM&C tools, GUIs and documentation for general release.
In FY15, we expect to add a number of vital components to the DTN NM&C suite, to include items such as
• Addition of DTN2 NM&C capabilities, with the ION Configuration Tool adding DTN2
• Extended capability of DTN MP to do node control commands as well as node status reporting • Security Key management for DTN security protocols • Formal interfaces with SCaN networks (SLE SM, DSN or TDRSS pass planning, etc.)
• Explore potential for standardizing interfaces with S/C teams, Multimission Ops Team, etc.
In addition, it is hoped that in FY15 or FY16, it will be possible to continue the development of the FY13 design of a DTN Network Fault Detection and Management tool that would allow for automatic monitoring and operator alerts to problems or unexpected network conditions in a monitored DTN network.
VII. Summary DTN is an overlay network that rides on top of other networks that are usually owned and maintained by others. The operator (or user) of a DTN network needs to not only control the DTN elements in the network, but also must have a comprehensive insight into the state and performance characteristics of the underlying subnets. If a program or mission is providing a DTN network to its users (for example, the scientists who own and operate payloads on spacecraft in a DTN network with relay points in the system), then the DTN network manager needs to be able to quickly troubleshoot network conditions and have the correct suite of tools to enable the commanding of DTN nodes owned by the DTN Netops, links into control centers of underlying subnets and a means of collecting and evaluating network performance statistics.
The tools and software described in this paper will allow an operator of a DTN Network to adequately monitor and control a DTN network, and the design of the tool suite includes the features of modularity, portability, and a database capability for archiving performance records. The initial set of DTNMP tools is expected to be available for general release before the end of 2014, with further development in FY15 and FY16 to enable wider operational use.
